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Directions
By subway: at Stazione Centrale (Main train station) please take the Green Line (M2) – direction
Famagosta, exit S. Ambrogio. Walk through via Edmondo de Amicis for few hundred meters and you
have arrived.
By car: please note access to the area called Cerchia dei Bastioni is now restricted to drivers
purchasing the 5 Euro ticket valid for all vehicles. Congestion charge information
From West: take A4 (direction Milan) and exit at the Milano Ovest toll booth. Follow the motorway
junction and exit viale Certosa. Follow viale Certosa until you reach piazza Firenze, then go straight
in corso Sempione. After a couple of km turn right on via Antonio Canova and go straight through
viale Moliere until you reach piazzale Luigi Cadorna. Take viale Giosue’ Carducci and turn left in via
Edmondo de Amicis.
From East: take A4 (direction Milan) and switch on the tangenziale Est (East Milan ring road) few
km after Agrate Brianza. Exit the ring road in viale Palmanova and follow the street (via Ruggero
Leoncavallo and via Andrea Costa) until you reach piazzale Loreto. On a roundabout please take the
4th exit: corso Buenos Aires , once you reach porta Venezia turn right on Bastioni di Porta Venezia,
then straight on Bastioni di Porta Nuova and left on Bastioni di Porta Volta. Continue on this course
(via Legnano and piazza Castello) until you reach piazza Cadorna. Once there take via Giosue’
Carducci and after few hundred meters turn left in via Edmondo de Amicis
From South-East: take A1 (direction Milan) and exit at the Milan toll booth. Please follow viale
Marocchetti and then corso Lodi until you reach Porta Romana. Here turn left on viale Angelo
Filippetti and follow the road for few km (viale Beatrice d’Este; viale G. Galeazzo; viale Gabriele
D’Annunzio and viale Papiniano). In piazza Sant’Agostino turn right on viale Olona. Follow the road
and after few hundred of meters please turn right in via Edmondo de Amicis.
From South-West: take A7 (direction Milan) and exit at the Milano Barriera tool booth. Please
follow the motorway junction to the left until you cross viale Liguria; then turn left. Follow the road
for few km (viale Cassala; viale Carlo Troya; viale Misurata) until you reach Piazza Simone Bolivar.
Here please turn right on via Francesco Foppa and follow it until you cross viale Papiniano. Then
turn right and follow the street. When you reach piazza S. Agostino turn left on viale Olona. Follow
the road and after few hundred of meters please turn right in via Edmondo de Amicis.
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